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Abstract
We report that gold-coated nanodisk arrays of nearly micron periodicity have high
figure of merit (FOM) and sensitivity necessary for plasmonic refractometric sensing,
with the added benefit of suitability for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), large
scale microfabrication using standard photolithographic techniques and a simple
instrumental setup. Gold nanodisk arrays were covered with a gold layer to excite the
Bragg modes (BM) which are the propagative surface plasmons localized by the
diffraction from the disk array. This generated surface-guided modes, localized as
standing waves, leading to highly confined fields confirmed by a mapping of the SERS
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intensity and numerical simulations with 3D finite element method (3D FEM). The
optimal gold-coated nanodisk arrays were applied for refractometric sensing in
transmission spectroscopy with better performance than nanohole arrays and they were
integrated to a 96-well plate reader for detection of IgY proteins in the nM range in PBS.
The potential for sensing in biofluids was assessed with IgG detection in 1:1 diluted
urine. The structure exhibits a high FOM of up to 46, exceeding the FOM of structures
supporting surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and comparable to more complex
nanostructures, demonstrating that sub-wavelength features are not necessary for high
performance plasmonic sensing.
Keywords: Gold-coated nanodisk array, high FOM, multi-well plate reader, SERS,
plasmonic sensing, Bragg mode

Introduction
The field of plasmonics has generated great interest in the past years due to a
broad applicability for a series of important contemporary issues.1 Specifically, the
usefulness of plasmonics has been shown for biomedical, environmental and food safety
applications.2-4 While the potential of plasmonic sensing has been shown for clinical
sensing 5, several issues remain to be addressed. For example, most sensors reported early
on relied on a single measurement channel or low throughput. A significant number of
applications require the measurement of multiple markers or reaching higher analytical
throughput. Therefore, the field is rapidly moving towards higher multiplexing of
plasmonic sensors 6-9. To reach this goal, a high reproducibility must be achieved for a
series of parameters, which include reproducible sensing performance of the device
(plasmonic materials and fluidics), robust surface chemistry, repeatable immobilization
of bioreceptors, optimization of the analytical conditions, and exquisite control on the
external factors such as bulk properties of the sample and temperature among other
factors. As one of the essential parameters to reaching the potential of plasmonic devices,
the fabrication and characterization of reproducible nanostructures with high sensitivity
are subject to intensive research activities 10-12.

Plasmonic substrates support surface plasmons (SP), which are coherent
oscillations of free electrons at the interface of a metal and a dielectric.13 SPs are sensitive
to refractive index variation, which allows a suite of plasmonic techniques to be used to
detect binding events at the vicinity of the sensor’s surface, hence the source of the
general applicability and popularity of the technique to detect (bio)molecules. The
coupling of light with SP in the classical technique of surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
generates SPs that propagates on a thin gold film. 1, 3, 14 Other coupling methods of light
with SPs involve the use of nanoplasmonic structures such as 2D grating structures (in
reflection or in transmission) or through resonances with colloidal nanoparticles leading
to localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).1 2D grating structures can be fabricated
using several lithographic techniques 15-17. While highly regular and reproducible, these
fabrication techniques often necessitate infrastructure that can be costly to operate.
However, they offer high sensitivity and currently constitutes a vibrant research field.
Colloidal nanoplasmonics benefit from simple synthetic methods of the nanomaterials,
which can then be self-assembled into more complex and functional architecture using
self-assembly 10, 18. Colloidal nanostructures are also suited for the naked eye detection 19,
leading to simple design of sensors. The integration in lab-on-a-chip devices thus
constitutes a significant advantage of 2D and colloidal nanoplasmonic materials 20-22.
Thereby, nanoplasmonic structures can solve current limitations of classical SPR, such as
low-throughput capabilities for analyzing large numbers of samples and difficulty in
miniaturization of equipment,23 and are highly sensitive for use in surface-enhanced
spectroscopy such as SERS and metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF).24
The identification of nanoplasmonic structures exhibiting advantageous analytical
properties is central to the development of the next generation of nanoplasmonic devices.
Different nanostructures have been proposed to achieve highly sensitive and high figure
of merit (FOM) plasmonic sensing. Colloidal nanostructures supporting LSPR have been
widely popular for sensing due to recent advances in synthesis of metal colloids. 25-27
These nanostructures are characterized with strong extinction in the visible to nearinfrared (NIR) spectral region, moderate sensitivity to bulk refractive index, but high
sensitivity to molecular adsorbates in plasmonic sensing and in SERS. These structures

are of different shapes and sizes such as nanorods, 28 nanospheres, 29 nanocubes, 30 or
nanostars, 31 among others. Arrays of individual nanostructures have also been fabricated
on solid substrates with properties similar to colloids in suspension, including arrays of
nanotriangles, 32 nanorings 33, nanocrescents 34, or nanodisks 35 among others. Since the
first report on nanodisks 36, they have been increasingly used for various applications in
plasmonics 37-41. Alternatively, there has also been a lot of interest in developing
nanostructures that support propagating SPs. These nanostructures typically have higher
bulk refractive index sensitivity than LSPR, higher FOM (FOM = bulk RI sensitivity /
full width at half-maximum (FWHM)) and achieve better refractive index resolution. 42
For example, nanoslits 43, nanovoids 44, nanohole arrays 45, and nanogratings 46 have been
reported for plasmonic sensing. Despite all these significant advances in nanostructure
design, it remains one of the contemporary challenges to develop a reproducible
nanostructure with high sensitivity, high FOM and broad applicability in a series of
plasmonic techniques.
To address these challenges, we studied gold-coated nanodisk arrays and report
the generation of sharp resonances in transmission spectroscopy measurements in the
near-infrared (NIR) region of the spectrum ideal for biosensing applications. In periodic
structures with an underlying metallic film, the Bragg Modes (BMs) are excited due to
the change of the in-plane wavevector of the PSP (kPSP) owing to the periodicity of the
array. For this work, we selected a nanodisk array structure with a large periodicity (1200
nm) and disk diameter (720 nm) where resonant coupling of the localized and
propagative plasmons are not expected to occur for the wavelengths used in this work.
Advantages of working with larger structural parameters include tuning of the resonance
in the so-called biological window in the NIR and the possibility to fabricate the arrays
by conventional photolithography. Microfabrication on a large scale with high surface
uniformity is highly desirable for integration of plasmonic structures in devices. While
most plasmonic structures reported excel in few of the analytical parameters of
importance for sensing using refractometric (such as sensitivity, FWHM, FOM, RI
resolution, S/N, and reproducibility among others) and surface-enhanced spectroscopies,

we report excellent analytical properties of the gold-coated nanodisk arrays in this series
of important parameters.
Results and Discussion
Gold nanodisk arrays are usually fabricated by electron beam lithography (EBL)
and exhibit sub-wavelength features.47, 48 The fabrication of gold-coated nanodisk arrays
was based on the same approach we used in a recent paper to manufacture nanohole
arrays of the same periodicity (Figure 1). 49 In brief (detailed experimental procedures are
provided below), the microfabrication of nanodisk arrays was achieved by exposing UV
light through a chromium mask on a positive photoresist, which was spin-coated on a 4”
glass wafer. The mask consisted of an array of chromium disks with a periodicity of 1200
nm and a diameter of 720 nm. After the exposition step, the wafer was developed and a
nanohole arrays pattern was produced on the glass wafer. Thereafter, the wafer was
metalized with a layer of chromium (1 nm) and a layer of gold (10 to 75 nm) was
deposited to yield a nanodisk array on the wafer. Then, the photoresist was lifted off the
wafer to display the array of gold nanodisks. The last step of the process consisted of
coating another layer of gold (10 to 75 nm) onto the nanodisk arrays. The gold-coated
nanodisk arrays were named for their nanodisk height (NDXX, where XX is the height in
nm) and their gold film thickness (filmYY, where YY is the thickness in nm), thus a
substrate with disks of 75 nm and a film of 75 nm is termed ND75film75. This
fabrication technique generated gold-coated nanodisk arrays on a large area (SEM image
provided in Figure 1), with great speed and high surface uniformity (<10% variation).
We first studied the optical properties of the nanostructures. The localized
plasmon resonance of the isolated disks was measured at 1.6 m for free nanodisks.
When the array was coated with a gold layer, the plasmon resonance of the disk was
expected to shift, but not significantly. Thus, we did not expect any localized surface
plasmon resonance of the gold-coated nanodisk arrays in the working wavelengths
(Visible-NIR) used for this article. Thus, we did not consider any further coupling
possibilities of the PSP and the localized plasmon resonances of the disks. 50, 51

The 75 nm layer of gold below the nanodisk arrays (disk height of 75 nm) led to a
series of plasmonic bands associated to BM in the visible-NIR region (Figure 2). The
plasmon resonances were excited when the wavevector of the PSP matched the
wavevector of the diffracted orders from the array. The equation for the condition of
exciting the diffracted orders (i,j) is given in terms of the excitation wavelength (),
dielectric constants () of the metal (m) and solution (d), the refractive index of the glass
support (D) and incidence angle () as
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These plasmonic modes highly depend on the periodicity (P) of the array rather
than the nanodisk shape.52 Equation 1 is valid only for hexagonal arrays of nanostructures
such as used in this article and considered a rotation angle of 0o (Figure 1) 49, while
equation 2 considers all rotation angles (ϕ), also for hexagonal arrays. Analytical
calculations using equation 1 were then carried out to estimate the BM coupling
conditions and to determine the position of the different orders of BM (Figure 2). The
predicted resonances calculated with equation 1 were in good agreement with the
experimental positions of the BM for different orders (Figure 2A). For example, the
experimental resonance wavelength of 641 nm was also in good agreement with the 3D
FEM prediction at 644 nm. Based on equation 1, the plasmonic resonances observed in
air for the incidence angles of 0° and 5° were assigned to the (1,1) and (2,-1) modes
(shifting to shorter wavelengths) and the (-1,-1) and (-2,1) modes (shifting to longer
wavelengths) (Figure 1). We must mention here that the current experiments were not
performed with polarized light, which is common for sensing applications of plasmonic
nanostructures. However, polarization has been previously shown to influence the spectra
of disordered nanohole arrays 53. In that case, p-polarization showed angular dependence,
which was not observed for s-polarization due to the electric field orientation in the plane

of the nanostructure for the latter case. These results showed that a large number of BM
can be excited with the gold-coated nanodisk arrays and the impact of the excitation
conditions on these resonances.
The sample was then rotated 90o to demonstrate the effect of rotation angle on the
excitation of the BM and the difference in the plasmon dispersion curves (equation 2 and
Figure 2B). At a rotation angle of 90o, several bands such as the (1,0) and (-1,0) bands are
orthogonal to the plane of incidence, which has a consequence of invariability of the
plasmon resonance wavelength (excited at nearly 1.1 m) in relation to the excitation
angle, an effect that was also seen for the (-1,2) and (1,-2) bands at a rotation angle of 0o.
Consequently, the plasmon dispersion curves at a rotation angle of 90o had fewer bands
than at a rotation angle of 0o.
We then measured the plasmonic properties of 16 gold-coated nanodisk arrays
with various disk heights and film thicknesses to evaluate the optimal excitation
conditions of the BM. These different plasmonic structures were studied in transmission
for a range of incident angles of 0° to 30° and all plasmonic dispersion curves are
reported in figure S1. Equation 1 accurately predicted ( 12 nm) the resonances observed
at an incidence angle of 0o for the gold-coated nanodisk arrays of different heights and
film thicknesses. This observation further supported the excitation of BM for the goldcoated nanodisk arrays of the different nanodisk heights and film thicknesses. In addition,
the resonance of the gold-coated nanodisk arrays was invariant ( 5.5 nm) with the height
of the nanodisk (10 to 75 nm). If a localized plasmon was excited in the NIR spectral
range, the plasmon resonance would have strongly depended on the aspect ratio of the
disk, as previously reported 54, which was not the case for the gold-coated nanodisk
arrays. However, the plasmon resonance slightly increased from 631 to 644 nm for
thicker Au films (from 25 to 75 nm), which is also in agreement with a redshift observed
for thicker Au films in classical propagative SPR measurement in the Kretschmann
configuration. This observation is valid for symmetric modes, but it is important to
mention that other modes can exist in finite films. We also observed that nanodisks of
heights of 10 nm were insufficient to efficiently excite the BM, excepted with a film

thickness of 75 nm for which a very weak resonance was observed at 640 nm, a
resonance wavelength in agreement with other disk heights. Nanodisks of small heights
failed to effectively diffract the surface plasmon and thus, light cannot couple to the
propagating plasmon. Film heights on the order of 10 to 20 nm do not typically support
propagating surface plasmons in classical SPR experiments using smooth films and the
Kretschmann configuration of SPR. In agreement, we generally did not observe the
excitation of the propagating surface plasmon of gold-coated nanodisk arrays with 10 nm
Au films, with the exception of nanodisks of 50 nm, for which, a weak resonance was
observed. Overall, these results demonstrated that sufficient thicknesses (50 and 75 nm)
of the gold film and nanodisks are the necessary conditions to strongly supports a
propagative surface plasmon and excite the BMs for gold-coated nanodisk arrays.
The sensitivity of the gold-coated nanodisk arrays was then evaluated for sensing
purposes. The excitation of these nanostructures at normal incidence in aqueous solutions
shifted the BM, which was at nearly 640 nm (normal incidence) in air, towards
wavelengths of nearly 840 nm. The bulk refractive index sensitivity (~600 nm/RIU), and
RI resolution (1.8 x 10-5 RIU) were relatively similar for every structure (Table 1), which
was expected since the refractive index sensitivity (RIS) of a plasmonic grating
nanostructure varies mainly from the variation of the periodicity.55 The refractive index
resolution was measured from the noise level measured from a temporal series of spectra.
The RI resolution obtained with the gold-coated nanodisk arrays was identical to a
cavity-coupled plasmonic device reported recently 42 and of nanodisk arrays (estimated
from data in ref. 56), and was better than RI resolution of nearly 10-4 RIU typically
reported for the classical spherical Au nanoparticle 57. If optical detection methods other
than transmission are used (phase, microscopy, optical fibers), refractive index resolution
of 10-6 RIU or better can be achieved 58 but oftentimes with added complexity of the
instrumental setup. Furthermore, the plasmonic signal of the BM in water was very sharp
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 14 nm for the gold-coated nanodisk
arrays. In comparison, nanodisk arrays had a smaller RI sensitivity than nanohole arrays
of the same periodicity (900 nm/RIU) but their FWHM was 5-fold smaller in comparison
to the same nanohole arrays.49 The sensitivity and FWHM of gold-coated nanodisk arrays

were close to the best values reported for other plasmonic nanostructures. In brief, the
sensitivity is typically less than 400 nm/ RIU for LSPR nanostructures, and while it
varies with the periodicity for arrays of nanostructures, it is generally comprised between
200 and 700 nm/RIU for arrayed nanostructures with resonances below 1000 nm. 42 In
addition, the FWHM is typically on the order of a few tens to hundreds of nanometers for
LSPR and it was reported within the range of 4 to 36 nm for SPP. 42 Our reported value
for the FWHM of 14 nm for gold-coated nanodisk arrays was also close to the best
nanostructures. The narrow linewidth was due to the excitation of the Bragg mode of the
nanostructure array, which are typically narrower than propagating plasmons (PSP) on
smooth films. The area of perfectly ordered nanostructure also contribute to narrowing
the linewidth and achieving small FWHM.

The FOM (FOM = RIS/FWHM; calculated in using values in nm) in plasmonic
structure is a quantitative parameter providing an indication of the resolution in
refractometric sensing. High FOM structures generally have better resolution and thus,
lower noise and ultimately leading to sensors with better limits of detection. It is thus
customary to compare the performance of plasmonic structures using FOM. From this
data, we obtained a FOM that varied from 42 to 46 for gold-coated nanodisk arrays,
which once again fared as one of the best overall plasmonic nanostructures reported to
date. For example, structures supporting a LSPR resonance such as nanoparticle arrays
(FOM = 25) 59, nanobar arrays (FOM = 4.5) 60, nanodisk (FOM = 29) 61, Au octamers
(FOM = 5.7) 62, or a “XI” nanostructure (FOM = 4.7) generally had FOM from 0.6 to 29,
while if a Wood’s anomaly was excited, the FOM increased to 38 63. Structures
supporting a SPP are generally on the order of FOM = 23 to 39, which includes the FOM
of a thin Au film classically used in SPR sensing (FOM = 25 to 39) 64. Significantly
higher FOM can be achieved with SPP with Fano resonances, where the FOM ranges
from 39 65 and 252 43, and often exploits subwavelength nanostructures such as the
nanoslits structures 43, 66, grating structures 67, suspended nanohole arrays 68 or
nanomushrooms 69 to reach higher FOM. A more extensive list of FOM for a series of
nanostructures was provided elsewhere for comparison purposes. 42 However, one must

keep in mind that the FOM of a plasmonic structure is not an absolute measurement of
the sensing performance and low FOM plasmonic structures have been shown to perform
well in sensing. 70 Hence, the gold-coated nanodisk arrays are well positioned due to their
combination of high FOM, sensitivity and RI resolution to achieve highly sensitive
refractometric measurements. The relatively simple photolithographic fabrication is also
an advantage of the gold-coated nanodisk arrays.
While some nanostructures may have greater performance for one of the
parameters mentioned in the previous paragraph, it is rare to find a nanostructure
excelling in all these analytical parameters, especially with micron size features. For this
purpose, we compared the performance of gold-coated nanodisks arrays with nanohole
arrays, nanodisk arrays and crossed nanogratings, which are nanostructures bearing
structural similarities with gold-coated nanodisk arrays (Table 2). While a list provided
here cannot be exhaustive, readers are referred to Homola and coworkers 58 and Martin
and coworkers 42, which provided recently comprehensive overviews of the analytical
parameters for nanoplasmonic structures. Crossed gratings had similar performances to
gold-coated nanodisk arrays with the exception of a lower FOM of 14, nanodisk arrays
and nanohole arrays consistently fared worse or equally to gold-coated nanodisk arrays
depending on the parameter compared. We then compared our results to two plasmonic
substrate with exceptional FOM. Nanomushrooms had superior sensitivity, FWHM and
FOM, but had a RI resolution 10x worse than the gold-coated nanodisk arrays. SERS
performance for this nanostructure has not been reported. Suspended nanohole arrays
have a FOM of 162 and excellent sensitivity and FWHM, but are expected to have lower
SERS EF (close to conventional nanohole arrays). They are relatively complex to
fabricate and are suspected to be more fragile due to the suspended thin film. One clear
distinction between these nanostructures and the gold-coated nanodisk arrays is that all
nanostructures had features smaller than 300 nm, with a periodicity smaller than 600 nm.
The gold-coated nanodisk arrays are significantly larger with features of 720 nm and
1200 nm periodicity, which shows that sub-wavelength features are not necessary for
achieving high analytical performance.

One of the main parameters dictating the performance of a plasmonic sensor for
biosensing purposes is the distribution of the EM field.4 The surface sensitivity of a
sensor characterizes the interaction of the plasmonic field at the metal/air or
metal/solution interface for the detection of biological recognition events. Surface
sensitivity of the gold-coated nanodisk arrays was assessed with a biosensor for IgY in
PBS. For this test, a custom multi-well plate reader was used in order to achieve a
broadly multiplexed platform. The multi-well plate reader allowed monitoring of up to 96
wells (volume of 100 L/well) in a single experiment and was used without modification
from a previous report. 49 The biosensor was constructed to include a peptide monolayer
71, 72

for minimizing nonspecific adsorption of biofluids, on which a polyclonal anti-IgY

was immobilized with standard EDC-NHS chemistry as previously reported. 73, 74 The
sensor was then subjected to direct detection of 100 nM of IgY in triplicate measurements
(in different wells of the 96-well plate reader), followed by a secondary detection using
the same polyclonal anti-IgY antibody. A control in absence of IgY was performed with a
triplicate of wells to validate the specificity of the secondary detection step. We obtained
a plasmonic shift of 0.1 ± 0.1 nm in absence of IgY, confirming the specificity of the
secondary detection step. From these data, we estimated the surface sensitivity at the
limit of detection to be approximately 5 pg/mm2. Differences in gold film and nanodisk
thicknesses did not significantly affect the surface sensitivity of the sensors, but the goldcoated nanodisk array with ND75film75 exhibited the best overall performance (Table 1)
and was thus used for the following experiments. We then measured the surface
sensitivity of the gold-coated nanodisk arrays with a calibration curve of IgY (Figure 3).
The noise level of gold-coated nanodisk arrays was lower than for nanohole arrays. Both
calibration curves were nearly identical, but the plasmonic response was slightly better
for nanohole arrays at higher concentration (> 100 nM).
Biosensing in complex matrices is one of the main challenges of plasmonic
sensing because of the nonspecific adsorption of background proteins on refractometric
sensors. 1, 71 To demonstrate the potential of this sensing platform for more realistic
sample measurements, biosensing of human IgG was performed in human urine. IgG
detection in urine can serve for detection of urinary tract infections among other

pathologies. The sensor was modified with anti-human IgG to capture IgG in the sample.
Since human urine contains IgG at concentrations on the order of a few µg/mL (about a
few tens of nanomolar) 75, we performed a standard addition assay where human urine
was spiked with an additional concentration of 100 and 1000 nM of human IgG. Once
again, a control consisting of injecting human urine without further spiking with human
IgG led to a plasmonic shift 3-fold smaller (Δλ = 0.15 ± 0.02 nm) than for the detection
of a human urine sample supplemented with 100 nM human IgG (Δλ = 0.39 ± 0.02 nm).
The shift of the sensor further increased with the addition of 1000 nM IgG in human
urine (Δλ = 0.52 ± 0.03 nm). This indicated that the sensor was able to differentiate
human IgG from background noises from analytes in a complex matrix.
To further characterize the gold-coated nanodisk arrays and to evaluate the
potential of this platform in surface-enhanced spectroscopy, we have studied the
properties of this plasmonic substrate in SERS and numerically simulated the field
distribution on the nanostructure. Typical nanodisk arrays (without the gold film) have
been extensively reported in SERS applications with enhancement factors (EF) of 106107. 76-78 The high localization of the plasmonic field near nanodisks allowed a strong
enhancement of the EM field intensity. The optimal conditions will depend on the
geometrical parameter of the nanodisk, as the EM enhancement is wavelength-dependent
and requires coupling of the wavelength of the laser with the plasmonic resonance of the
nanostructure.24, 79 For our gold-coated nanodisk arrays, the plasmon resonance was
excited at wavelengths in air (λ = 641 nm) and water (λ = 840 nm) close to the range of
wavelengths from common Raman lasers of 633 and 785 nm.
A false color Raman map of gold nanodisk arrays (ND75film75) was generated to
assess the localization of the plasmonic field (Figure 4) using the intensity of the peak at
1335 cm-1 from the spectrum of nitrobenzenethiol (4-NBT). The Raman map revealed
that the highest intensity of Raman scattering was located near the edge of the nanodisks.
These results correlated with the previously reported theory that the plasmonic field of
the BM should be highly confined at the edges of the nanodisk.51 Slight differences were
observed in the experimental and 3D FEM data (Figure 4). The Raman maps showed a

relatively even field around the circumference of the nanodisks, while the 3D FEM
simulations reported a dipolar mode of the field. This difference is likely due to the
conical irradiation of the substrate due to the numerical aperture of the objective.
The Raman map could not distinguish if the highest EM field was located at the
bottom or top of the nanodisk. Therefore, we simulated the field distribution using 3D
FEM, where in these simulations the field impinged at the metal-air interface, as for the
Raman experiments. The Raman map was in good agreement with the 3D FEM data of
the electromagnetic field distribution in the X-Y plane for the same gold-coated nanodisk
arrays (Figure 4). Indeed, the plasmonic field at a wavelength of 644 nm described a
donut shape on the edges of the nanodisks for Z values of 75 nm (gold film/nanodisk
interface) and 150 nm (top of nanodisk). These results demonstrated that the field
intensity at the edges of the disk was higher at the interface of the nanodisk and air (Z =
150 nm). In addition, the simulations showed the plasmon field leaking in the gold film
and creating interference patterns around the nanodisk (Z = 75 nm). The 3D field
simulations demonstrated the high confinement of the field distribution near the top of
the nanodisk, a location in agreement with the Raman images. The field distribution was
also similar to 3D FEM simulations for transmission measurements, such as the ones
reported for the plasmonic sensing experiments above.
Enhancement factors (EF) are often compared to evaluate the potential of
plasmonic structures in SERS. Gold-coated nanodisk arrays led to an estimated EF of
107, which is slightly higher than that reported by Gillibert et al. for a similar structure 52
and slightly lower than the SERS enhancement of 108 recently reported on a nanotriangle
arrays on a gold film. 80 SERS EF on the order of 107 to 108 were reported to be sufficient
for single molecule studies 81 and typical SERS EF reported in the literature 82 ranges
from 105 to 107, such as for cavity nanohole arrays 83, but can exceed this value in
aggregated nanoparticles. Higher SERS EF could be achieved using nanodisk arrays with
smaller features, as reported elsewhere using nanoimprint lithography 84. The SERS
response from different locations was highly reproducible with about 7% of coefficient of
variation measured on 576 spots on the gold-coated nanodisk arrays, which was also

evident from the relative homogeneity of the SERS intensity on the Raman map (Figure
4). The periodic structure and the lower EF can explain the better SERS reproducibility
of this plasmonic substrate. Thus, gold-coated nanodisk arrays can also serve as effective
SERS substrates.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we developed gold-coated nanodisk arrays with great potential for
biosensing applications. A screening of the plasmonic properties of 16 structures
demonstrated that the plasmonic properties were superior for thicker gold film and
nanodisk heights (≥ 50 nm). The refractive index sensitivity (about 600 nm/RIU),
resolution (1.8 x 10-5 RIU), and FOM (up to 46) were superior to most plasmonic
substrates reported to date. While higher refractive index, higher FOM or SERS
enhancement can be achieved in a few plasmonic nanostructures, the previously reported
nanostructures required features with significantly smaller dimensions and often excelled
in one of these parameters. The gold-coated nanodisk arrays performed well in all these
analytical parameters, were fabricated using simpler techniques and also showed good
surface sensitivity towards protein detection. We also demonstrated that gold-coated
nanodisk arrays can be easily integrated with a 96-well plate reader and we confirmed
their great potential for high throughput label-free biosensing. Finally, a mapping of the
SERS intensity and 3D FEM simulations revealed that the plasmonic field of the BM was
highly confined at the edges of the nanodisk. This enhanced EM field generated a high
SERS EF of approximately 107. Thus, gold-coated nanodisk arrays showed great
potential for plasmonic applications.
Methods
Microfabrication
Gold-coated nanodisk arrays and nanohole arrays were manufactured by
photolithography similarly to our previous publications.49, 85 The fabrication of goldcoated nanodisk arrays was achieved with a positive photoresist (OIR 674-11) and a

sacrificial layer (LOR1A) using the same patterned mask as for nanohole arrays. A layer
of Cr (1 nm) and different thicknesses of Au (10, 25, 50 or 75 nm) were evaporated on
the patterned wafer using electron beam deposition. Resins were lifted off from the wafer
by sonication in remover PG. This resulted in a wafer covered with gold nanodisk arrays
where the deposited thickness of gold corresponded to the height of the disk. The
periodicity and diameter of the nanodisk arrays were respectively 1200 ± 20 and 650 ± 20
nm. Then, another layer of gold was evaporated on the gold nanodisk arrays for different
gold thicknesses (10, 25, 50 or 75 nm). A total of 16 gold-coated nanodisk arrays were
manufactured using this methodology. The structures were identified from the height of
the nanodisk (ND75 for a 75 nm high nanodisk) and gold film (film75 for a 75 nm thick
gold film) evaporation steps. Hence, a structure labeled ND75film75 had a nanodisk
arrays of 75 nm thick followed by a deposition of 75 nm of gold covering the nanodisk
arrays. The structures of the nanohole arrays and nanodisk arrays were confirmed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Jeol). The periodicity and diameter of the nanodisk
were measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Witec).
Optical measurements and plasmonic sensing
Gold-coated nanodisk arrays were excited in transmission spectroscopy using a
homemade fluidic cell and a halogen lamp. The plasmon dispersion curves were obtained
by measuring the plasmonic signal in air for each gold-coated nanodisks arrays at various
incident angles from 0° to 30° using a manual goniometer. Spectra were collected with a
PI-Acton spectrophotometer equipped with a grating of 150 g mm-1 (set from 415 to 975
nm) and a CCD camera (Andor model DU401A-BR-DD-152). The transmission signal of
the corresponding gold film thickness was used as a reference for the normalization of the
plasmonic signal for each gold-coated nanodisk arrays. The bulk refractive index
sensitivity of the sensors was determined with aqueous sucrose solutions (1.33–1.36 RIU)
using a fluidic cell. A screening of the surface sensitivity of several nanodisks arrays was
achieved with a custom multi-well plate reader and 96-well plate as described
elsewhere49. For these measurements, a grating of 600 g mm−1 was used and set from 785
to 914 nm. Direct and secondary detection of IgY proteins (Cedarlane) using anti-IgY
antibodies (Cedarlane) was achieved with the plasmonic reader for several structures

based on previously reported methods. 73, 74 Each sensor was measured in triplicate and a
control was achieved to assess nonspecific adsorption. A calibration curve for detection
of IgY in PBS (10 to 1000 nM) was performed for gold-coated nanodisk arrays and
compared to nanohole arrays using the fluidic cell setup. Detection of human IgG protein
(100 nM, 1000 nM and control) was also done in PBS and diluted urine (1:1 in
PBS:urine) with the fluidic cell for the nanodisk arrays. Furthermore, the LSPR signal of
the nanodisk arrays and gold-coated nanodisk arrays (ND75film75) was measured with a
Cary 6000i UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer set from 500 to 1800 nm.
Raman spectroscopy measurements
SERS enhancement factors (EF) of gold-coated nanodisk arrays (ND75film75)
was estimated using a confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw inVia) with a grating of
600 g mm-1, a 633 nm laser excitation with 4.4 mW at the sample and a 50x/0.75
objective. Samples were functionalized overnight in a 1 µM solution of 4nitrobenzenethiol (4-NBT). Raman spectra were acquired at a frequency of 1 Hz for a
total of 20 spectra average per acquisition. A Raman image of the nanodisk array
(ND75film75) was collected on a WITec alpha 300 with a 633 nm laser excitation
wavelength using the piezo-driven XYZ scan stage and a grating of 600 g mm-1 coupled
to a CCD camera. The spectra were collected with an integration time of 0.1 seconds
using a 100x/0.9 objective with a laser power of around 1 mW at the sample. Image scans
of 10 µm x 10 µm were obtained using a 100 nm step size. WITec Project software was
used to background subtract the spectra using a first order polynomial fit and false color
images were generated based on the intensity of the 4-NBT peak at 1335 cm-1.
The SERS EF of the ND75film75 structure was determined using equation 2
where ISERS and IRaman correspond respectively to the intensity of the 4-NBT band at 1335
cm-1 for SERS and normal Raman.24

𝐸𝐹 = (

𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑅𝑆
𝑁𝑆𝐸𝑅𝑆
𝐼𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛
𝑁𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛

)

(2)

where NSERS and NRaman are respectively the number of excited molecules
generating the SERS and Raman signal. The value of NSERS was based on the surface
coverage of 4-NBT around a nanodisk. This value was determined based on the coverage

ratio given in Saverot et al. (0.54 nm2) 86 and the estimation of the active area of high
intensity EM field was approximately 12,000 nm2 based on figure 5. NSERS was thus
approximately 6,400 molecules. The value of NRaman was determined based on the Raman
scattering from a solution of 4-NBT where the number of 4-NBT molecules present in the
solution within the laser interrogation volume was estimated to be approximately 4x107
molecules. ISERS and IRaman were respectively 3,984 counts/s and 3.3 counts/s.
Simulation
The theoretical dispersion curves of the BM were calculated using a Matlab
algorithm based on equation 1. The values were determined for an array having a
periodicity of 1200 nm and for incident angles of 0° to 30°. 3D finite element method
(3D FEM) simulations were also carried for the gold-coated nanodisk arrays
(ND75film75) in air using COMSOL multiphysics software package for the wavelength
region of 600 to 1000 nm. All spectra were normalized with the incident light field. The
normalized electromagnetic field distribution in the X–Y plane was plotted at the peak
wavelength under polarized normal incidence. The region from Z = 0, 75, and 150 nm
corresponded to the BK7 glass substrate (Z = 0 nm), interface of the gold film (Z = 75
nm) and top of the nanodisks (Z = 150 nm).
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Figure 1. Top) Representation of manufacture process for gold-coated nanodisks; A
positive photoresist layer was spin-coated on a 4” glass wafer (A), then UV-light cured
through a mask and developed to create an array of holes in the exposed resist (B),
followed by the deposition of a gold layer (C), and liftoff of the resist (D) to create an
array of nanodisks (E), and finally, the deposition of a gold overlayer to yield the goldcoated nanodisk arrays (F). Bottom left) SEM image of a gold-coated nanodisk arrays
with a periodicity of 1200 nm and a disk diameter of 720 nm. Bottom center) Plasmonic
response of nanodisk arrays (ND75film75 – definition in the text) excited in transmission
in air for incident angles of 0° (blue curve) and 5° (red curve). Bottom right)
Representation of the incidence angle (θ) and rotation angle (φ).
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Figure 2. Plasmonic dispersion curves for different orders of BM for a gold nanodisk
arrays (ND75film75) with a periodicity of 1200 nm. The calculated modes (white lines)
were for the metal/air interface. The color map represents the relative transmission
intensity of the gold-coated nanodisk arrays using a smooth Au film of an equivalent
thickness as a reference. The gold-coated nanodisk arrays were aligned at A) 0o rotation
angle (incident light oriented with the (1,0) mode) and B) 90o rotation angle
(perpendicular to the (1,0) mode). Other modes can also be seen on the plasmon
dispersion curve, which can be associated to the BM of the plasmon at the glass-metal
interface.

Figure 3. Left) Sensorgrams for the detection of IgY with the gold-coated nanodisk
arrays. Concentrations of 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 nM were successively injected in a
fluidic cell. Right) IgY calibration curves for structures of gold-coated nanodisk arrays
excited in transmission using a fluidic cell.

Figure 4. A) Raman imaging of a gold-coated nanodisk arrays (ND75film75) with 4nitrobenzenethiol (4-NBT). The image was acquired with a 633 nm laser and 100 nm
steps between pixels and 100 ms integration time per pixel. The image represents a false
color Raman map of the intensity of 4-NBT peak at 1335 cm-1 for a scanning area of 10
µm x 10 µm. The inset shows a cross-section of the Raman intensity corresponding to the
white line in the SERS image. B-D) The field distribution at resonance wavelength (644
nm) was calculated in 3D under polarized light for the gold-coated nanodisk arrays. The
light was impinging from the top of the image B, directly on the nanodisk array-air
interface, similar as to the Raman imaging experiment. The field was normalized to the
incident 1 V/m. The arrow represents the direction of the polarization. The region of
highest field intensity was located at the top rim of the nanodisk. The field distribution at
resonance wavelength (644 nm) was calculated in the X-Y plane under polarized light for
the glass-gold interface for the gold film-nanodisk interface (Z = 75 nm, C) and for the
nanodisk-air interface (Z = 150 nm, D). The images also represent normalized false color
maps of the field distribution and the arrows represent the orientation of the polarization
of the incident light.

Table 1. Plasmonic sensing properties of gold-coated nanodisk arrays.
ND50film50

ND50film75

ND75film50

ND75film75

Sensitivity (nm/RIU)

583 ± 1

601 ± 2

599 ± 2

599 ± 3

FWHM (nm)

14 ± 2

14 ± 4

13 ± 1

14 ± 1

FOM

42

43

46

43

RI resolution (RIU)

1.9 x 10-5

1.8 x 10-5

1.8 x 10-5

1.9 x 10-5

∆λSPR (nm) IgY

0.5 ± 0.1

0.4 ± 0.1

0.2 ± 0.1

0.5 ± 0.1

∆λSPR (nm) anti-IgY

2.3 ± 0.2

2.6 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.2

2.8 ± 0.2

Table 2. Comparison of analytical parameters of 2D plasmonic structures
Structure

FWHM
(nm)
50

FOM
(RIU-1)
14

Resolution
(RIU)
10-5

SERS
EF
NA

Features
(nm)
NA

Periodicity
(nm)
550

Reference

Crossed gratings

Sensitivity
(nm/RIU)
647

Nanodisk arrays

161a

10.5a

15a

2 x 10-5 b

100

500

a 37; b 56 ; c 76

Nanohole arrays

313d

14.5d

23d

2 x 10-5 e

2.6 x
107 c
105 f

100

400

d 88; e 89; f 90

Nanomushrooms

1015

9.5

108

2 x 10-4

NA

285

610

69

Suspended
nanohole arrays
(Fano)
Gold-coated
nanodisk arrays

717

4

162

NA

NA

230

580

91

599

14

43

1.9 x 10-5

107

720

1200

this work

87
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